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At present time we can observe the pro�

cess of internationalization that takes place in

various spheres of life and in education as well.

That is why in order to accomplish compara�

tive statistical analysis there is a necessity in

the objective evaluation, revealing the quanti�

tative regularities on the base of the system

of statistic indices. The subject of our research

is Russia and Great Britain. Great Britain �

because historically it is the basis of high

school. This country is famous by its old uni�

versities, the system of which was taken as

the basis of Bologna process. While in Russia

such systems are still being formed, in Great

Britain they have the character of stable sta�

tistical regulations. Studying the quantitative

sides of the regulations mentioned above and

revealing them, we can predict the develop�

ment of the internal, external and postgraduate

university training in Russia.

In the following article the analysis of struc�

tural and dynamic changes in the students’ struc�

ture of the universities of Russia and Great Brit�

ain in the period from 1995/96 to 2006/07

study years is accomplished and comparison

on the following indices is conducted: study

form, gender, nationality, specialties. The struc�

tural and dynamic analysis is targeted at reveal�

ing general regularities in both countries.

 The analysis of structural and dynamic

changes in the students’ structure in high school

in Russia and Great Britain is conducted using

the data represented on the official site of HESA,

the body responsible for the statistical research

in the educational sphere of Great Britain, and

in Russian statistical yearbook “Education in

Russian Federation: 2007”.

Higher education in Great Britain is repre�

sented by the following study forms: full�time, part�

time, combined, external studies. For the conve�

nience of comparing Russian education system

with a British one the group “full�time studies”

includes both full�time and combined form, and

the group “part�time studies” includes part�time

and external studies1. As a result, we can repre�

sent in the diagram (Fig. 1) the following correla�

tion of full�time and part�time education in the

dynamics of 2006/07 to 1995/96 study year.

In 1995/96 study year the number of full�time

students was 69% from the total number, and

part�time students � 31%. In 2006/07 study year

the number of full�time students was 54% from

the total number, and part�time students � 46%.

As for gender in Russia we observe the

following correlation of male and female stu�

dents in the dynamics of the 2006/07 to the

1995/96 study year (Fig. 2).
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 Fig. 1. The correlation of full�time

and part�time students in Russia in the dynamics

of the 2006/07 to the 1995/96 study year
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In the 1995/96 study year the number of fe�

male students was 54,4% from the total number

and male students � 45,6%. In the 2006/07 study

year the number of female students was 58,3%

from the total number, and male students � 41,7%.

As for the nationality we compare the 2006/

07 year with the 1999/00 because of the ab�

sence of data (Fig. 3). Total quantity of stu�

dents is split into foreign and Russian students.
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Fig. 2. The correlation of female

and male students in Russia in the dynamics

of the 2006/07 to the 1995/96 study year
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 Fig. 3. The correlation of foreign

and Russian students in Russia in the dynamics

of the 2006/07 to the 1999/00 study year

Fig. 4. The correlation

of students of different specialties

in Russia in 1995/96 study year

Fig. 5. The correlation of students

of various specialties in Russia

in 2006/07 study year

In the 1999/00 study year the number of

Russian students was 99% from the total

number, and foreign students � 1%. In the

2006/07 study year the number of Russian

students was 98,8% from the total number,

and foreign students � 1,2%.

As for the specialties the whole amount of

high education in Russia is divided into nine

groups: healthcare, natural sciences and mathe�

matics, humanitarian�social and economic sci�

ences, education, computer sciences, engineer�

ing and technologies, architecture and construc�

tion, agriculture, others � we have cut the clas�

sification suggested by the statistical yearbook

“Education in Russian Federation: 2007” in or�

der to accomplish the comparative analysis with

the educational system of Great Britain.

In 1995/96 study year it is possible to

observe the following picture of students’ dis�

tribution according to specialties (Fig. 4).
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5% from the total number of students come

to healthcare, for natural sciences and mathe�

matics � 8%, for humanitarian�social and eco�

nomic sciences � the majority of 41%, educa�

tion � 7%, computer sciences � 3%, engineering

and technologies � 22%, architecture and con�

struction � 4%, agriculture � 5%, others � 5%.

In 2006/07 study year the situation was

the following (Fig. 5).
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3% from the total number of students come

to healthcare, natural sciences and mathematics �

3%, humanitarian�social and economic scienc�

es �56% (the majority), education � 9%, com�

puter sciences � 4%, engineering and technolo�

gies � 11%, architecture and construction � 3%,

agriculture � 3%, others � 8%.

The indices of Gatev, Salai, Ryabtsev are used

as the generalization structure indices2. Below we
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Table 1

Generalization structure indices of Russian education

in the dynamics of 2006/07 to 1995/96 study year 
Criteria of evaluating structure differences Index of Gatev Index of Salai Index of Ryabtsev 
Due to study forms 0,196 0,083 0,14 
Due to gender  0,054 0,031 0,038 
Due to nationality: 2006-07 to 1999-00 0,002 0,064 0,001 
Due to specialty 0,259 0,252 0,186 
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 Fig. 6. The correlation of full�time

and part�time students in Great Britain

in the dynamics of the 2006/07

to the 1995/96 study year
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 Fig. 7. The correlation of female

and male students in Great Britain

in the dynamics of the 2006/07

to the 1995/96 study year

Fig. 8. The correlation of foreign

and British students in Great Britain

in the dynamics of the 2006/07

to the 1995/96 study year
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represent the results of calculating these indices

and comparing them in dynamics (Table 1).

As we see from the table there were no big

changes in the period from 1995/96 to 2006/

07 study year. Analyzing the distribution due

to study forms we observe the low level of

difference; if we consider the distribution due

to gender, the level of structure difference is

even less � rather low. As for the distribution

due to nationality, we observe the identity of

structures. It is possible to observe the consid�

erable level of structure differences only in the

distribution due to specialties.

Higher education in Great Britain is represent�

ed by full�time and part�time study forms (Fig. 6)3.

The number of full�time students of Great Brit�

ain was 72% from the total number in 1995/96

study year, and part�time education � 28%. In

2006/07 study year the number of full�time stu�

dents was 67% from the total number, and part�

time education � 33%.

As for gender in Great Britain we observe

the following correlation of male and female stu�

dents in the dynamics of 2006/07 to 1995/96

study year (Fig. 7).

In 1995/96 study year the number of female

students was 52,6% from the total number, and

male students � 47.4%. In 2006/07 study year

the number of female students was 58,5% from

the total number, and male students � 41,5%.

As for nationalities in Great Britain we com�

pare 2006/07 and 1995/96 (Fig. 8)

In 1995/96 study year the number of Brit�

ish students was 91,5% from the total num�

ber, and foreign students � 8.5%. In 2006/

07 study year the number of British students

was 90,7% from the total number, and for�

eign�students � 9,3%.

As for specialties the total number of high�

er education in Great Britain is represented by

the same nine groups.

In 1995/96 study year it is possible to

observe the following distribution of students

according to the specialties (Fig. 9).
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12% from the total number of students come

to healthcare, for natural sciences and mathe�

matics � 10%, humanitarian�social and econom�

ic sciences � the majority of 18%, education �

5%, computer sciences � 4%, engineering and

technologies � 7%, architecture and construc�

tion � 3%, agriculture � 1%, others � 40%.

In 2006/07 study year there was the fol�

lowing situation (Fig. 10)

16% from the total number of students come

to healthcare, for natural sciences and mathe�

matics � 11%, humanitarian�social and econom�

ic sciences � the majority of 24%, education �

6%, computer sciences � 5%, engineering and

technologies � 6%, architecture and construc�

tion � 3%, agriculture � 1%, others � 28%.

Below the results of calculating the indices of

Gatev, Salai, Ryabtsev are represented (Table 2).

According to the scale evaluating the level

of structure differences with the help of the

Index of Ryabtsev while analyzing the distribu�

tion due to the study forms and gender, there is

a rather low level of structure differences. As

for the share of foreign students and distribu�

tion according to specialties the structures are

identical. Thus, having analyzed structural shifts

in dynamics, it is possible to make a conclusion

that structural shifts in Russian educational sys�
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of various specialties in Great Britain
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Table 2

Generalization structure indices of British education in the dynamics

of 2006/07 to 1995/96 study year 
Criteria of evaluating structure differences Index of Gatev  Index of Salai  Index of Ryabtsev 
Due to study forms 0,065 0,059 0,046 
Due to gender 0,082 0,054 0,058 
Due to nationality 0,008 0,031 0,006 
Due to specialty: 2006-07 to 1996-97 0,22 0,011 0,005 

 

tem are more significant and, as a consequence,

the system itself is more dynamic.

The comparative analysis of the mentioned

gradations of structures between the countries

for certain time periods was conducted.

Below it is possible to get acquainted with

the results got after comparing the data of Russia

and Great Britain (Figures 11�13, Tables 3�4).

In order to accomplish comparative analy�

sis and summarize the information the follow�

ing table is made (Table 5).

Having studied the structure of students of

the universities of Russia and Great Britain in the

comparative structural and dynamic aspect on the

basis of the indices of structural shifts of Ryabt�

sev, Salai and Gatev, it is possible to make a

conclusion that in the studied period the structure

of both countries is identical or has a low level of

differences if we analyze the distribution due to

study forms and gender. Consequently, it is pos�

sible to conclude that the structures are similar

and any comparative analysis is reasonable.

We can observe the differences while com�

paring the structures due to nationality. In Russia

the share of foreign students is 1% with small

fluctuations during the period, in Great Britain �

is about 9%, though the price of education is

higher. Consequently, we see the attractiveness
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Fig. 11. The correlation of full�time and part�time students

in Russia and Great Britain in 2006/07 and 1995/96 study years
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Fig. 12. The correlation of female and male students

in Russia and Great Britain in 2006/07 and 1995/96 study years
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 Fig. 13. The correlation of foreign and local students

in Russia and Great Britain in 2006/07 and 1990/00 study years

of British education for foreign students that has

a positive impact on the education system in the

form of a great number of foreign investments.

Having studied the dynamics of the development

of the share of foreign students in Great Britain

in the period from 1995/96 to 2006/07 study

year, considerable changes were not found. This

contradicts to the common opinion that nowa�

days the number of foreigners makes from 15 to

25% from the total number of GB students. Ac�

cording to our calculations this makes about 9%

from the total number of higher education stu�

dents. In the period from 1995/96 to 2006/07

study year the changes were not big � from 8,5

to 9,3%. All this doubt the forecast of the Min�

istry of Education of UK that was published on

the Internet about the fact that the number of

foreign students will triple by the year 2020.

As for comparing the structures due to spe�

cialties we observe the considerable level of dif�
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Таблица 3

Распределение студентов по специальностям в 1995/96 учебном году, % 
Specialty Russia Great Britain 

Healthcare 5 12 
Natural sciences and mathematics 8 10 
Humanitarian, social and economic sciences 41 18 
Education 7 5 
Computer sciences 3 4 
Engineering and technologies 22 7 
Architecture and construction 4 3 
Agriculture 5 1 
Others 5 40 

 Таблица 4

Распределение по специальностям в 2006/07 учебном году 
Specialty Russia Great Britain 

Healthcare 3 16 
Natural sciences and mathematics  3 11 
Humanitarian, social and economic sciences  56 24 
Education 9 6 
Computer sciences 4 5 
Engineering and technologies 11 6 
Architecture and construction  3 3 
Agriculture  3 1 
Others  8 28 

 Table 5

Generalization structure indices of Russian and British education in 1995/96 study year 
Criteria of evaluating structure differences  Index of Gatev  Index of Salai  Index of Ryabtsev  
Due to study forms  0,039 0,001 0,0004 
Due to gender  0,025 0,025 0,017 
Due to nationality 0,083 0,566 0,059 
Due to specialty 0,431 0,353 0,345 

Generalization structure indices of Russian and British education in 2006/07 study year 
Due to study forms  0,178 0,137 0,127 
Due to gender  0,02 0,001 0,001 
Due to nationality  0,085 0,545 0,06 
Due to specialty 0,565 0,428 0,436 

 ferences both in 1995/96 and 2006/07 study

years. It is possible to observe the differences

between the countries, but not in dynamics. In

Russia humanitarian, social and economic scienc�

es are the most popular, on the second place �

engineering and technologies. The share of other

specialties makes more than 10%. In Great Brit�

ain the first place is for the group “Others” that

includes business�administration, mass media,

paper work, art studies and design. The second

place � humanitarian, social and economic � 18%.

In 2006/07 study year the distribution between

these two groups is more homogeneous: others �

28%, humanitarian, social and economic � 24%.

Such disciplines as healthcare (the third place),

natural sciences and mathematics (the second

place) make more than 10%.

The conducted comparative analysis makes

it possible to conclude that in Russia and Great

Britain there are both general features and spe�

cific moments that differ one country from an�

other. All this influences the structure of gradu�

ates, their qualitative characteristics and has

the character of stable statistic regularities. Both

general and specific statistic regularities of form�

ing the contingent of high school students of

different countries should be taken into consid�

eration while developing high school programs

and evaluating the perspectives of countries par�

ticipating in the Bologna process.

1 Calculations in Figures 1�5 are done on the

basis of the data represented in Russian statistical

yearbook “Education in Russian Federation: 2007”.
2 Regional statistics: Study book/ Edited by

E.V Zarova, G.I. Chudilin. � М.: Finance and statis�

tics, 2006.
3 Calculations in Figures 6�10 are done on the

basis of the data represented on the official site of

the statistics of education of Great Britain http://

www.hesa.ac.uk.


